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The local magnetic fields and spin dynamics of the itinerant helimagnet MnSi (Te £; 29.5 K) have
been studied experimental using positive muon spin rotation/relaxation (/i+SR) methods. In the
otdered phase (T < Tc), sera-field pSR was used to measure the hypeifine fields at the muon sites
as well as the muon spin-lattice relaxation time T,". Two magnetically inequivalent interstitial
li* sites wete found with hyperfine coupling constants A^ = —3.94 VOe/jiD and A^j = — 5.94
kOe//iB, tespectively. In the paramagnetic phase (7* > 7V), the muon-nuclear spin double relaxation
technique was used to simultaneously but independently determine the spin-lattice relaxation time
T|M* of 6BMn spins and that of positive muons (Tf) over a wide temperature range (Te < T < 150
K). The temperature dependence of T\ * and T* in both phases shows systematic deviations from
the predictions of self-consistent renormalisation (SCR) theory.

PACS Numbers: 66.30.Jt, T1.55.Dp, 76.75.+i

February 1, 1990

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n kOe (at 4.2 K) it becomes ferromagnetic. The uniform
susceptibility above Tc is known lo show a Curie-Weiss

It is well established by neutron scattering and NMR ex- paramagnetic behavior. Despite such behavior, experi-
periments that manganese monosilicite (MnSi) is a typi- ments have shown that various magnetic properties ate
cal itinerant magnet which shows a helical magnetic order better explained in terms of the itinerant electron picture
with a long period of 180±3 A (Q = 0.035 A ' 1 ) below Tc rather than the usual localized moment picture.
= 29.5 K.[l,2] In an external magnetic field, the structure u a vay u j e f u , fol t h e u n d e r s t a n ding of itinerant mag-
becomes progressively more conical, until above Hc = 6.2 n e ( s t o s ( u d y t h e e i e c t r o n i c s p i n fluctuations which domi-

—— — ~—; . nate all their thermodynamic properties. The spin-lattice
•Preienl >ddre»: Metal Phywci Laboratory, Institute for Phr«- , . V, . . . . . .

icel and Chemical Research, 2-1 Hirosawa, Wako, Saitama 3B1-W relaxation time (Ti) of nuclei or interstitial muons is a
Japan good measure of such fluctuations near Tc. There have
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been several experimental investigations of T\ using 85Mn
and s sSi NMR[3] and pSR (muon spin rotation and re-
laxation) techniques.[4-6] The pSR study provided unique
information on Ti in a wide temperature range including
the critical region which was not accessible to the NMR
studies.

In the case of /iSR the muon spin polarization is fin-
si live to both the hyperfine fields of the electrons at the
fi+ and the nuclear dipolar fields of manganese nuclear
moments, which in turn are relaxed in a time 7'jMn (the
spin-lattice relaxation time of the ! sMn nuclei) by their
own electronic hyperfine fields. All hyperfine Reids arise
from the same itinerant electrons and therefore fluctu-
ate at the same rate, if at all. The "direct" fi+ spin-
lattice relaxation time T[' is a measure of this fluctua-
tion rate, as is Tf n which manifests itself indirectly in
the "motional averaging" of the / i+ relaxation caused by
the nuclear moments, in earlier experiments, Hayano ei
al.[4] measured the temperature dependence of T[' above
Tc (paramagnetic phase) between 29.7 K and 36.2 K by
applying a longitudinal magnetic field (LF) of ~ 700 G
to decouple the nuclear dipolar fields from Mn moments;
they found good agreement with theoretical prediction!
based on the self-consistent renormalization (SCR) theory
of spin fluctuations(7] within the measured temperature
region. However, in a recent zero-field (ZF) pSR exper-
iment designed to determine Tf" in the 10~6 s"1 range
through muon-nudear double relaxation[5J, the value of
Tc extrapolated from the T-dependence of rs

Mn using the
SCR theory did not agree with the accepted value of Tc =
29.5 K; this discrepancy remains to be understood.

In the ordered phase it is known that T{* shows a devi-
ation from the theoretical prediction around |T"-Te| < 10
K[6] and that the observed hyperfine coupling constant
Ah] is 17 % smaller than that expected from frequency
shift measurements in the paramagnetic phase.

Thus, despite experimental and theoretical efforts, we
still lack a satisfactory understanding of the itinerant mag-
net. In order to further explore the magnetic properties
of MnSi, we have performed a systematic study of Ji by
ZF-/JSR below Te and by ZF- and longitudinal field (LF)-
/iSR above Tc. As will be mentioned below, the present
work benefits from (i) a muon beam quality dramatically
improved since most of the previous work,[4,5] allowing
measurements of relaxation times as long as 10~5 s over
a wider temperature range than previously possible; and
(ii) precise (±0.02 K) control of the sample temperature,
which is indispensible for measurements close to Tc.

positrons preferentially along their final spin polarization
?,,(£). Each incoming n+ passes through a thin piratic
scintillation counter which generates a fast liming pulse
that starts a time digitizer ("clock"). For ZF- or [,F-/xSR
experiments two thick scintillators are placed parallel (-) )
and anti-parallel (—) to the initial muon spin polariza-
tion Pp(0) = £; a decay positron passing through either
of these detectors stops the "clock", whereupon the dig-
itised time interval is binned in the corresponding lime
histogram, which has the form

± A± P',-( B±, (1)

The Muon
Function

Spin Relaxation

where r(I is the muon decay lifetime, A± is the spa-
tial anisotropy or "asymmetry" (typically 0.2~0.3) for
the corresponding e+ detector, Pi'[t) = z • P,,(t) is the
longitudinal muon spin polarization and B± is a time-
independent background. In cases where the spin polar-
ization relaxes to >ero within the observable time range,
Pi'(t) can be determined redundantly by fitting both time
spectra independently to Eq.(l). More often, the infor-
mation contained in the two spectra must be combined.
The backgrounds B± are evaluated from the I < 0 re-
gion of each spectrum and subtracted from N±(t) to get
J*f±(t) = N±(l) — B±, from which one constructs the em-
pirical "raw" asymmetry Tt,(t):

(2)

which can be converted to the "corrected" asymmetry

\ + af})-\\-a0)n,{t)
(3)

where a = ff0 /A/Jf is a correction factor coming from
the different efficiencies of the two detectors and 0 =
A-/A+ « 1 is a similar factor accounting for their dif-
ferent intrinsic asymmetries. Note that for a = 0 = 1,
A,(t) = H,{t). The "raw" asymmetry spectrum 11,(1)
derived from the data as described in Eq.(2) is actually
fitted to

(1)

In a time-differential jiSR experiment muons are stopped
one at a time in the sample, where they decay, emitting

with a, 0, A+ and the theoretical variables defining P['{t)'
as fitted parameters. [In most cases 0 is so close to unity
that f} = 1 is assumed in the fits; otherwise 0 is deter-
mined independently from transversely applied magnetic
field (TF)-^SR measurements in the same geometry and
then held fixed.]

2.1 Ordered Phase
In the ordered phase of a randomly oriented multidomain
sample (assuming that the muons occupy a unique ctys-
tallographic site) the longitudinal muon spin polarization
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Pf{t) has the form[6]

| exp(-</r2) coso,,!, (5)

where 7j is the transverse spin relaxation time and u> =
"tpH\oc [ip = IT x 13.55 kllz/Oe is the muon gyromagnetic
ratio] is the muon angular frequency determined by the lo-
cal magnetic field magnitude H\x. The transverse relax-
ation is caused by a combination of temporal fluctuations
in the direction of Hioc and static spatial inhomogeneities
in its magnitude //io c . Because of the strong local field due
to the itinerant electrons, the effect of 65Mn nuclear mo-
ments (whether static or fluctuating) is insignificant for
the 1/3 component in wliich H|oc is initially parallel to
P,,(0) = i. For this component, then, the relaxation rate
1/Tf is a function only of the fluctuations of Hioc in time.

There are two familiar limiting cases for Tf: in the first,
called the "static limit," 1/Tf is simply the rate at which
the direction of Hioc fluctuates BO as to introduce new
(large) transverse components; on average, 1/3 of the new
field components will still be along i, leaving 1/T?= J • £-
or T{'= §rc, where rc is the correlation time of the lo-
cal field.[8,9) In the second limit, called the "fast fluctua-
tion limit," Hjpc is fluctuating very fast but has a nonzero
mean value (H|oc) that represents the "static" local field
detected via the coherent /i+ precession signal; the remain-
ing (fluctuating) components have a magnitude uo/tp and
produce a spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/Tffi UgTe.[l0]

If (as is the case in MnSi - see below) there are two
magnetically inequivalent muon sites with populations pi
and pa (with pi + p 2 = 1), then Eq. (5) becomes

P<\t) = p, [i

+p2

)+fexp(-</r2
(1))cos^](6)

coswjt (7)

2.2 Paramagnetic Phase
In situations where the time evolution of the muon spin
polarization is best characterized as "relaxation", as op-
posed to the coherent precession seen in TF or the oscilla-
tory polarization seen in magnetically ordered phases, it is
conventional[8] to describe Pi'(t) in terms of a longitudinal
spin relaxation function G2I{t) ~ (P/i(0P»i(0))/|P»i(0)|2.
The spin relaxation of muons in the paramagnetic phase
of MnSi can be described approximately[5) by the product
of two relaxation functions from two independent sources,
one due to rapidly fluctuating itinerant electrons and the
other due to nuclear dipolar fields:

O « ( 0 = expi-t/Tj") • G™(t;Tyn), (8)

where G^' l^T 1 ") is the dynamical Kubo-Toyabe relax-
ation function[8] involving TiMn as the correlation time of

A .6
Tims Cusec)

Figure 1: Corrected muon-decay positron asymmetry time
spectra A(t) = A+Pf(t) from muona in MnSi at 10 K,
25 K and 28 K. The solid lines indicate the best fits to a
function with two local field components (see text).

the nuclear dipolar field. In this way the so-called muon-
nuclear spin double relaxation function[5] is capable of de-
termining not only Tf but also T,Mn. In the static limit
(TjMn —> oo) the Kubo-Toyabe function is written analyt-
ically as

)

(9)
where A/7,, is the r.m.s. value of the Gaussian distribution
of static nuclear dipolar fields: A V T J S {Hi) = (Hh =

Since the local field from Mn moments is small I
5 Oe) and that from the itinerant electrons is large (see
below), by applying a magnetic field of 100 ~ 200 Oe
we can quench the nuclear part of the relaxation [i.e.,
G^(t\Tf") -» 1] without significantly affecting the elec-
tronic part [exp(—i/T^")] and thus obtain an independent
measurement of Tf. (This presupposes that the LF chosen
does not produce an accidental degeneracy between the
55Mn nuclear quadrupolar splitting and the / i+ Zeeman
splitting; such a degeneracy can produce a "level-crossing
resonance" (LCR) in the muon relaxation ratefllj and con-
found the experimental results.) In the present experiment
we measured pSR spectra for both ZF and LF (~ 120 Oe)
at every temperature.

Again, the situation may be more complicated in the
case where muons at two different sites see different hyper-
fine fields. All "Mn nuclei presumably see the same T,Mn

and all muon sites presumably see the same nuclear dipo-
lar fields, so both sites should share the same G*,T(t;Tffn)
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factor, but will have different values of 7f as in the ordered
phase:

The data were analyzed by x2-minimization fitting of
the "raw" asymmetry spectrum [Eq. (2)] to the form of
Eq. (4) using the appropriate time dependence of Pi' -

G,,(0 = G*?{t\T?*") [piexp(-r/Tl
(1)) + pj<-vp(-t/7^>)j .i.e., Eq. (8) or Eq. (10) for the paramagnetic phase ami

(10)

2.5

2.0-

i i i i

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Temperature (K)

Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the local magnetic
fields Hiac felt by muons. Previous data are shown as
open squares. Solid lines: theoretical calculation of the
normalized magnetization MQ(T)/MQ(0). Dashed lines:
MQ{T)/MQ(Q) determined from neutron scattering.

3 The Experiment

This experiment was conducted at the M9 muon channel of
TRIUMF using an electrostatic "Wien filter" (velocity se-
lector) as a muon-positron particle separator. A 100% spin
polarized "surface muon" beam (momentum « 28 MeV/c)
was stopped in a single crystal sample of MnSi inside a he-
lium gas flow cryostat and the decay positron time spectra
were measured in the range 0 ~ 10/is with a conventional
/iSR experimental apparatus[12j. To achieve precise con-
trol of the sample temperature, two-stage temperature reg-
ulation was introduced: the temperature of the helium gas
diffuser (and thus of the He gas flowing past the sample
container) was regulated at a temperature just below the
desired sample temperature Tm e u , while that of the cop-
per cell containing the sample was regulated independently
at Tmf.n,. Using this system, the sample temperature was
controlled to within 0.02 K near Te.

Eq. V2) for the ordered phase.

4 Results

4.1 Ordered Phase

Several typical /iSR time spectra for T <TC are shown in
the range 0 < t < lfis in Fig. 1. Two different frequency
components can be clearly identified in these spectra; this
feature was obscured in the earlier experiment, presum-
ably due to the limited statistical accuracy and consider-
able backgrounds. The two frequencies correspond to two
magnetically inequivalent sites for muons in MnSi. This
could be explained by the rather complicated crystal struc-
ture of MnSi (B20 cubic symmetry).

0.0 - , 1 1 1 1 1 r

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Temperature (K)

Figure 3: Spin-lattice relaxation rates l/Tj vs tempera-
ture in the ordered phase of MnSi.

The results of the x3-minimization fitting analysis are
shown in Table 1. In order to obtain good fits to Eq. (C)
we assumed l/7fl) = 0[/(<>]3 whtie /(') = WM/2JT and 0
is an effective correlation time common to both sites. If
the static limit applied in the ordered state, one would
expect 7f° = 7f ' = 7* and 1/7$° = 1/7* + (un, where
the dimensionless constant ( (representing the fractional
inhomogeneity of the local field) should be same for both
sites. In fact, this seems not to be the case; instead, we
find that l/if* - ifif* scales approximately as &/?, (the



T (K)
6.00(2)
10.00(2)
15.50(2)
20.00(5)
25.00(5)
26.00(5)
27.00(2)
28.00(2)
29.00(2)
29.30(2)

/( ' ) (MHz)
12.249(6)
11.030(5)
11.266(6)
10.447(8)
8.957(5)
8.48(1)
7.85(1)

7.024(6)
5.52(3)
4.73(15)

/<*> (MHz)
28.07(7)
27.30(7)
25.83(6)
23.73(4)
20.40(2)
19.40(2)
18.03(5)
16.10(1)
12.56(5)
11.38(78)

9 if*)
0.19(l)xl0~J

0.31(l)xl0"3

0.59(4) xlO"3

0.75(8) xlO"3

1.68(3) xlO~3

2.20(6)xl0"3

2.73(8) xlO"3

5.70(9) xlO"3

4.61(12)xlO-2

4.21|46)xlO-2

Table 1: Muon spin precession frequency (/'"') and local
field correlation time (0 £ l / X f ^ 0 ] 2 ) in MnSi below
Tc. The corresponding spin-lattice relaxation time ly1' is
fitted as 1/lf > = 0{fW? (» = 1,2).

square of 7^ times the local field strength), as expected in
the fast-fluctuating limit. The same should then be true of
T['\ but the data are not sufficiently precise to reveal two
separate longitudinal relaxation rates; hence the empirical
treatment described above.

400

5 10

Temperature
35

Figure 4: Plot of /2 /Ti »» temperature. Solid lines show
the fit to a linear function below 20 K.

The local field Hioc felt by the muon satisfies

(12)

where Hhf is the hyperfine field, Mq is the saturation
magnetization and A/,f is the muon's hyperfine coupling
constant. Using the known value of Mq(0) = 0.39/iu/Mn
and that A/,/ is negative and temperature independent^],
we can deduce A^J from the observed muon precession
frequencies u>t at 6.0 K:

and = -6.94 kOe/fiB.

(13)

(14)

Fig. 2 shows the local magnetic field at the /i+ as a function
of temperature, including the data of Ref. 6, which cor-
respond to the smaller component of H\oc [A^J = —3.94
kOe/fis]- The agreement between the temperature depen-
dence of//;„ and that of Mq(T) as determined by neutron
scattering[13] (dashed curves in Fig. 2) indicates that the
relationship Hioc °c Mq{T) is well satisfied. The ratio
of populations Pi/pj is 0.77±0.09, almost independent of
temperature from 6 K to 29 K. The weighted average of
the hyperfine coupling constant is

Ahj = pi • 4 / + P^ • 4 / = -6-63 kOe//iBl (15)

the magnitude of which is 17% /arger than that of the
value —4.8 kOe/pndeduced from the Knight shift vi sus-
ceptibility plot in the paramagnetic phase.[14] The curve
predicted by SCR theory for the magnetization Mq(T)
is plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison, showing the same dis-
agreement between the experimental shape of Hiot{T) and
the theoretical Bhape of MQ(T) as observed in the previous
experiment.[6]

The muon spin-lattice relaxation time Tj1 is determined
by the dynamical fluctuation of the hyperfine field at
muon site. Fig. 3 shows a plot of l/7Jl) = [/ ( 1 )]^ and
1/T,2* = [fW]*0 versus temperature. Since we assumed
that 9 is common to both i f \ the fitted value of 1/T,(2)

is automatically a factor of [ /w] J / [ / ( 1 )]3 'ar«er than that
of I / I , 1 ' . Therefore we disregard the distinction between
them hereafter.

According to the SCR theory, both spin-lattice relax-
ation rates should obey

T/{MQ(T))2 (16)

below 2V[7] Fig. 4 shows a plot of Sfflf1 vs T, which iB
expected to be linear if Eq.(16) is s&tisfied. Here also we
observe a trend of deviation from the SCR theory: /? IT\>]

is almost linear in T below 20 K, but falls below this line
above 20 K. The best linear fit to the data below 20 K
gives

1 I

Uh,{T) = Ahr MQ(T),
and

= 4.03(1) x 10-

= 2.1(1) x 10-

(17)

(18)
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Figure 5: Corrected asymmetry time spectra Bhowing
muon spin relaxation in the paramagnetic phase of MnSi.
Zero field spectra (filled circles) and ~ 122 Oe longitudinal
field spectra (open circles) are shown at each temperature.

where m = MQ(T)/MQ(0). The mean value of these two
is consistent with the previous experimental result.

The authors of Itef. 6 offer an interpretation of the de-
viation of l/Ti from T/m7 in terms of the weak antiferro-
magnetic behavior of the helically ordered state. They
claim that since the spin fluctuation in a small region
around Q plays an important role near Tc, the SCR theory
for the weak antiierroinagnetic metals[15] might be more
effective in describing l/Ti.[16,17] That theory predicts
1/71 oc T/MQ{T), which would explain the general be-
haviour of the temperature dependence for 20 K< T <TC.

4.2 Paramagnetic Phase

The ZF and LF-^SR time spectra at each temperature
were analyzed simultaneously with common values of
a,f3,A+ and T('. This helped to eliminate ambiguities
due to very long Tjf relaxation times at high T and very
short if1" near Tc. However, the subtleties of fitting the
product of two relaxation functions introduced other un-
certainties, as will be discussed below.

In a preliminary analysis we found that the back-
ground B for one of the two positron detectors was three
times higher (~3.6%) than that for the other detector.
This means that the signal to noise ratio in that de-
tector's time histogram becomes equal to unity around
tt = —r,, log(0.036) ~ 7 JIS, beyond which time the spec-

i—

T-10- H

10

in MnSi

Q NMR

10 10 10' 10'
T - T . (K)

Figure 6: Spin-lattie relaxation rate as a function of T~ Tc
in paramagnetic MnSi. Open circles: l/Tf*n; filled circles:
1/Tf; open squares: l/7\Mn NMR data from Yasuoka el
of. (1978).

trum is dominated by background. To avoid systematic er-
rors due to this background for Ti (especially T,Mn) larger
than <c, we used only the signal of the lower-background
detector for the final analysis.

Examples of the spectra at typical temperatures are
shown in Fig. 5 with the best fit curves using Eq.(8). As
can be seen, the time spectra in this phase show drastic
changes as the spin-lattice relaxation times T{' and 7\Mn

change with temperature. The deduced values for 7'j",
T^1" and the static dipolar width A at each temperature
are shown in Table 2.

The same data were compared with Eq. (10) using a ra-
tio pi/pi fixed by the ordered-phase analysis. Close to Tc

a better fit is indeed obtained using different values of 7,
and 7*{ , however, within a few K of Tc this analysis pro-
duced identical values of 7 , ' and T, \ Moreover, where
7*{IJ and jf2) are different their ratio is not that predicted
by SCR theory. Since the fitted T-dependence of i\l) and
7Ja) (where they differ) follows that of T? in the fits to
Eq. (8) and since we have no explanation for the observed
behaviour (see however the conjectures below), we have
limited out final analysis to a single Tf [i.e., Eq. (8)) -
which, as can be seen from Fig. 5, gives a quite adequate
fit to the data in most cases.

The spin-lattice relaxation times Ty and r,Mn are plot-
ted as l/Ti vs T -Tc (assuming Tc = 29.5 K) in Fig. 6.
The T-dependence shows a kink around T-TtaX0K for
both Tj1 and rf". Assuming that the curve is described
by 1/7*! oc 1/(7* - Te)

p, the exponent p is estimated to
be » 1.5 for 1 < T - Tc < 10 K; the T-dependences of
Ty and XiMn seem to scale in this temperature region. For

6 —



10 20 30

103/T (K'1)

40

Figure 7: Plot of spin-lattice relaxation times vs l/T.
Open circles: 7*,Mn; filled circles: Tf; open squares: NMR
TP" data from Yasuoka et al. (1978). Open triangles:
Tf" data from Matsuzaki e( al. (1979); filled triangles:
Tf data from Matsuzakt et al. (1979).

T - Tc > 10 K, on the other hand, both Tf and Jf1"
BIIOW much weaker Independence {0 < 0.5). It is interest-
ing to note that this weak Independence resembleB that in
the weak antiferromagnetic itinerant magnets above Te —
i.e., l/Ti oc T/y/T-Tc.[15} For T-Tc < 0.5 K, fits to the
time spectra using a simple exponential relaxation func-
tion give poor ,\2 values, suggesting that the fitted values
of Tf are less reliable in this region. This might be due to
an onset of "critical divergence" near Tc.

Fig. 7 shows Tf and T,Mn plotted vs l/T along with
data from Ref. 5. In this graph the prediction of the SCR
theory that l / 7 \ oc T/(T - Tc)[7] corresponds to a linear
function. The present data do not show a linear depen-
dence near Te. The discrepancy of Tc claimed in Ref. 5 can
be partly attributed to the arbitrary choice of the temper-
ature region used for the extrapolation. At high tempera-
tures Tf shows a considerable deviation from that extrap-
olated from Hie vicinity of Tt using the SCR theory. This
is evident from inspection of the tF-fiSR spectra, which
exhibit unmistakable relaxation even at 150 K (see Fig. 5).

The ratio of Tf to TjMn is plotted as a function of T— Tc

in Fig. 8. If the Ti relaxation is attributed only to the
hyperfine field, the following scaling of Ti is expected:

8 J

6 -

4 -

2 -

J ~ 0

I
D

I

-

D

- a S

' 1 4

]0 10'
-T (K)

Tf (19)

Figure 8: Ratio of spin-lattice relaxation times Tf/T"".

where 7Mn = 2ir x 1.050 x 103 Oe-'s"1 is the 65Mn
gyromagnetic ratio and Affi and A%j are the hyper-
fine fields for 6sMn and the fi+, respectively. If we use
values of A§" = -(1.38 ± 0.01) x 105 Oe/VB(3] and
A"hl = -(4.8 ±0.2) x 103 Oe/fiB[U] deduced from Knight
shifts in the paramagnetic phase, we obtain the ratio
Tf/T{*n= 5.0 ± 0 . 3 from Eq. (19). In the lower tempera-
ture region (T—Tc < 10 K) this scaling factor is consistent
with the present experimental value. It seems, however,
that the ratio drops to 2 or less above this temperature.
This suggests that the kink in l/Ti vs T - Tc might be
related to the relative enhancement of the nuclear dipolar
contribution to G,,(t) in this temperature range.

The fitted value of the nuclear dipolar width A shows
a weak T-dependence as shown in Fig. 9. In the pre-
vious experiment the data were analyzed under the as-
sumption that A is independent of temperature[5j, which
was justified because of the limited temperature range. !n
the present analysis, however, fitting with a common av-
erage A yielded unacceptably poor x7 values, especially
at higher temperatures. This was the case regardless of
whether the data were compared with Eq. (8) or Eq. (10).

Of all the physical parameters of the model, A seeins
the least likely to have any actual T-dependence. Most
probably this discrepancy is the result of fitting to a plie-
nomenological gaussian Kubo-Toyabe relaxation function
Glc/(J;r,Mn) that is certain to be at least slightly iliac-
curate in the static limit. The classic example of /<+
relaxation in Cu metal[18] (with a far more symmetric
muon site) waa found to obey a significantly difTerent static
C,,(() from that predicted by a simple gaussian local field
distribution. It would not be surprising, then, if the nu-
clear dipolar relaxa<i'>ii in MnSi were even more differ-
ent from Gj^ . Such a discrepancy would matter little in

- 7 -



T(K)
150.0(1)
120.0(1)
101.00(5)
65.00(4)
46.00(4)
38.00(4)
36.00(2)
34.00(2)
33.00(2)
32.00(2)
31.50(2)
31.00(2)
30.70(2)
30.40(2)
30.10(2)

0.324(1)
0.316(1)
0.313(1)
0.310(1)
0.284(1)
0.279(1)
0.277(1)
0.275(2)
0.276(2)
0.263(3)
0.254(8)

0.251(18)
-
-
-

0.0233(6)
0.0272(6)
0.0273(7)
0.0356(5)
0.0555(6)
0.0733(7)
0.0723(6)
0.0849(8)
0.1060(8)
0.182(1)
0.193(3)
0.408(2)
0.536(2)
0.706(8)
1.055(5)

<0.001
0.002(5)
<0.001

0.067(5)
0.076(6)
0.118(7)
0.197(7)
0.410(13)
0.497(13)
0.79(2)
1.17(7)
1.44(10)

-
-
-

Table 2: Static dipolar width A and spin-lattice relaxation
times T/', T^n in paramagnetic MnSi.

muon site) was found to obey a significantly different static
Gu (0 from that predicted by a simple gaussian local field
distribution. It would not be surprising, then, if the nu-
clear dipolar relaxation in MnSi were even more differ-
ent from Gj^T. Such a discrepancy would matter little in
the limit of fast fluctuations but would distort the fitted
value of A (and confound the effects of a long Ty with
the true shape of the static dipolar relaxation function)
at temperatures well away from Tt, We suspect that this
is the source of several of the mysterious effects observed
(see above), but little can be done to alleviate this uncer-
tainty until the muon site is determined (t.g., by LCR-/iSR
experiments^ 1]) and the exact quantum mechanical dipo-
lar relaxation function can be calculated[19]. For the time
being we must accept the apparent T-dependence of A as
an empirical phenomenon.

5 Summary and Conclusion

In the ordered phase of MnSi we have shown for the first
time that there are two magnetically inequivalent sites for
the muon, The temperature dependences of the local mag-
netic field Iiiac and the spin-lattice relaxation time 71 have
been confirmed with an improved precision compared with
the previous result. The T"-dependence of 1/Tj shows a
deviation from the SCR prediction (1/71 a. T/M},) for
20 K< T < Te, which could be explained by the weak
antiferromagnetic behavior of the helical structure.

In the paramagnetic phase the temperature depen-
dences of 7\Mn and Tf are also slightly different from
those predicted by the SCR theory. Each shows a T-
dependence steeper than a Curie-Weiss-like behaviour in a

.20
10'

Figure 9: Nuclear dipolar width A us temperature.

region T — Tc < 10 K, above which both show a weaker T-
dependence. We would like stress, however, that the SCR
theory is still the most successful in describing the overall
features of the spin-lattice relaxation time in this system.
Other theories, such as Hartree-Fock calculations, could
not reproduce the T-dependence of T\ at higher tempera-
tures. Further development of the theory is needed for a
more elaborate understanding of spin fluctuations in itin-
erant magnets.
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